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Modern p-ray spectrometers are based upon the concept) first
The theory of axially symrnetric
introduced by Svartholm
the radial and vertical
and Siegbahn in 1946) of focusing in
d " ." 1)lrectlons .
both
devices has been carefully studied by a large number of workers2 ))
7:
cunninating in the analysis) in 1956) of Lee-Whiting and Taylor)).
These last authors calculate aberrations through the sixth order and
show that by appropriate choice of the magnetic field a spectrometer
can be designed "rith a relatively large transmission and a high resolution.
The acceptable transmission ,is remarkable because the second-order
"spherj.cal" aberration in the median plane of the image camlOt be
made to vanish identically) and consequently the design is forced to
a tall thin aperture (or a slightly less advantageous short "ride
Ciperture) '/Thich a priori ,muld seem to imply a ImT transmission.
It is the purpose of this communication to shalT that if the
arbitrary restriction to axialJ~ symmetric fields is removed) then
both the radial and the vertical contributions to the "spherical"
aberration can be made to vanish in second order. That azimuthally
varying fiel(::' (AVF) afford the freedom to accomplish this end may
"Tell be suspected in view of the technological revolution that the
concept ha~ brought to other particle-handling devices.
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A general trec·.tmcnt of' antics in arbitrary static electric
and maV1etic fields 4hus been given by Sturrock )) and our calculations
can be considered. a special case of his I-Iork. He gj.ve a self-contained
analysis for an AVF spectrometer) and obtain explicit formulas for the
"spherical" aberration through second order) and then demonstrate) by
example) that the aberration can be made to vanish.
Restrictins attention to devices vrith median-plane syrmnetry and
a central trajectory "Thich lies on a circle) one can shOl-[ that the most
general field in the (source-free) region of the optic circle has
cylindrical components
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and a (8)2 are t'·TO arbitrary functions. The path of an
electron of momentlLYJl PO) ,-There
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c
is de s cribed j.n the no ighborhood CJT~ -the op-ti c circle by the c::qua tions
(valid th:':'OlJ!3h second Grder):
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where the pr:.mes denote differentiation ,tTith respect to e . An electron
of slightly different momentum
p
has radial motion which in first order is determined by
X" +- [l + d, (8) ]x
..L
E (6)
Explici·t; f'ormulas for the second-order aber2."ation coefficients
can be given in terms of the independent solutions of the linearized
approximations to eq,s. (4). A convenient set of such solutions) XLI
and xL2 ) may be specj.fied by the boundary condi.tions
o )
1 )
Vi (ur)
·'LJ. \ .
o
correct through second order and satisfy the boundary conditions
x'(0)==x 1 jo
(8 )
yeo) == Yo y' (0) y' o
can be expressed in the form
and similarly for y(G) .. The condition for simultaneous vertical and
radial linear focusing is that for some angle Gf )
For a sUfficiently Sll1c'111 source the resolution of the spectro:neter is
limited by the "spherical" aberration in the radial dimension of the
2
a 2 ( G) J[xLI( 8 ) J
inillge} namely by the magnitude of the coefficients A
X'X
' (Gf )
Aylyl(Gf) ) which are given explicitly by
Gf r-~(G::J ~ ~I (G) t-[:L + 2al (G) +
and
(11)
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The dispersion of the spectrome"~2'r is proportional to the displacement
D of the imaGe of an electron YTith x(O) = x'(O) = 0 and momentum
fractionalJ_y differing fror;l Po by E [as in eq. (5)]. From eq. (6)
one finds the displacement D(E) ) given to lowest order by
(12)
For spectrometers in "l-Thich a l (e) is independent of azimuth,
eq. (10) can only be satisfied with 8f < 2rt by choosing a l (6) = -1/2,
as in the spectrometer of Svartholm and Siegbahn. In this case 8f = ~ rt )
and the aberration coefficients of eq. (11) are:
It is thus clear that no choice of a2(8) will allow the removal of the
second-order "spherical" aberration5). To accomplish this end "l-ie must)
in general) choose a
1
to vary with e The physical reason is clear:
l,fuMvell's equations [see eq. (1)] relate B
z
to B and thus relate
r
the effect of a2 (e) on particles "Hith a certain x-amplitude to the
effect on particles vrith an equal y-amplitude. This relation) as may
be seen in eq. (13)) does not allO\! I"
"':X 1 X '
and A , I
Y Y
to vanish
simultaneously. In order to affect particles with x displacements
differently from particles with y displacements we must break the
cylindrical symmetry about the optic circle; i.e.) choose al(e)
different from - ~ J and consequently) in general) varying6) with e .
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Simultaneous linear focusing may be obtained if
-8 /2f
which implies Sf ~ L~.0576 (corresponding to about 2320). The linear
x-solutions are easily seen to be
( 16)
o < e < S.o/2
.L
with quite similar solutions of the y-equation. From eq. (12), the
dispersion is
1 + ( 17)
"I-There
s . (18)
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Numerical evaJ.;;c.tior.. Yields7) D(E.)/E
coefficients are
2.35. The aberration
1
S
S
2
1
11
J
which can ooth be n~de zero by choosing a20 = 1.46 and a 21 = -0 ·91 .
A design study is now being undertaken at this laboratory with
the aim of extending these concepts to higher orders as well as of
realizing them in an iron-free confibruration. In this vay it is hoped
to obtain a high-precision spectrometer with good resolution and a
large transmission.
The author wishes to thalli( Dr. R. L. Graham} Dr. J. M. Hollander}
Dr. D. L. Judd} and Dr. P. Sturrock for informative discussions. He is
indebted to Dr. J. Young for a critical reading of the manuscript.
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A
XIX'
The choices 1g and 3g ) correspond respectively to the
"wide aperture" and "high aperture" spectrometers of Lee-Whiting
and Taylor.
-9-
6. If a" is t3.1~en independent of G but chosen so that the x ar,d.
.L
y frequencies are unequal (although commensurate)) then suitable
choice of an (Q)
L
"rill mFJ"ke and s ircl'1ltaneou.s1y
vanish. However) r, "Till necessarily be larb7er than 2J~.
'"f
7. For this p9.rticular example the value of D(E)/E is approximately
h.alf of trmt associated 'o"iith the axially symmetric spectrOl'neter of'
S·vartholm and Siegbahn. However) it can be seen from eQ. (12) tllat
there is no reason) in general) to expect the dispersion to be poorer
in an AVF spectrometer than in an aXially symmetric spectrometer.
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